Police Order Upsets Student Council Holds Weekly Meeting Monday;
Cheerleaders, Band
After Conn. Game Plans to Convene in Joint Gathering with A W S
Hope to Act Soon
On Combined Gov’t.
A joint request by state and local
police that the U N H band return to
T-H all via a route other than the high
way after last Saturday’s _ Connecticut
game, caused considerable dispute among
school-spirited students this week, but
law enforcement officers explained that
the request was made only for last
week in the interest of safety for all
concerned.
, . ,
Cheerleaders were so distressed that
they conducted a spot poll Sunday after
noon and evening and found that all but
10 of the 250 students contacted prefer
red that the band return to T-H all along
the customary route of the main high
way.
“ For Protection”
V O L . N o. 40
Louis P. Bourgoin, the University
Chief of Police, said that the order was
issued jointly by state and local police
for the protection of the band, cheer
leaders and numerous students who us
ually follow the band. It was issued
“ because of the rain, slippery streets,
darkness, and traffic,” according to Mr.
Bourgoin.
Mr. Bourgoin assured that such an
order would not have been issued except
for the prevailing conditions and that it
was issued only for last Saturday.
George E. Reynolds, director of the
band, said that similar requests have
been made at various times during the
past. He added that the band will be
willing to cooperate with law enforce
ment officials, but did admit that there
was a mixed reaction in the band.
Cooperation Assured
The Cheerleaders were the most up
set group, stating that the decision in
jured school spirit, but that they, too,
would cooperate if it was issued tor a
good reason.
.
A t the time the order was issued, dur
ing half-time of the game, neither Mr.
Reynolds nor the Pepcats, knew why
the request was made.

Student Council’s meeting last Mon
day night took over three hours o f the
members’ time, but the time was well
spent. The Council was impressive in
its giant strides towards becoming _ a
responsible,
powerful,
representative
governing body. There was much talk
but little time was wasted.
The most significant issue which was
brought to a vote at the meeting was
that of a joint SC—A W S meeting,
which will be held next Monday night.
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It was planned that the report of the
joint committee on combined student
government will be read to the com
bined group at this time.
Besides this, several new committees
came into being, committees which will
have full student representation. Presi
dent “ Skip” Little reiterated that stu
dents will have “ full-fledged” member
ship on these committees, which will be
concerned with such important matters
as disciplinary action.
Improvement Keynoted
A tie vote between Adair Campbell
Improvement key-noted the rest of the
and Jack Atwood, both candidates for
the position of vice-president o f the discussion in the weekly gathering. It
Freshmen class, left the office unfilled was noted that all the members of
after Friday morning’s elections and Council were for the improvements sug
gested ; the arguments came over the
tossed another election problem into the
•laps of student governing groups this means to the desired ends. A report
was read on the current status of the
week.
Each candidate received 82 votes, and constitutions of the various classes. Not
Student Council decided Monday eve only has the Council not_ been notified
of the class constitutions in niost cases,
ning that the issue would be discussed at
it was discovered, but the classes are not
the combined SC— A W S meeting next
living up to their charters. Bernie DelMonday.
It has been suggested that
man, President of the senior class, asked
Miss Campbell will be first vice-presi
w"hat right the Council had to govern
dent and Mr. Atwood will become a sec
organizations in which both men and wo
ond vice-president, which is harmonious
men students took part.
The men’ s
with the Class constitution.
governing body finally decided that
The voting for Freshman class officers
and representatives to the Student Coun model constitutions should be shown to
the various classes for their approval,
cil was held under T-H all Arch, Fri
at the request of the new freshman presi
day, November 3. Despite the fact that
the students were urged to turn out and dent, Jack Driscoll.
Problems Considered
vote, only about one-third of the class
The parking situation in front of East
voted.
Jack Driscoll received 135 votes in and West Halls was ' discussed again,
winning the race for the presidency by and it was decided that nothing can be
a large margin. Other candidates for done about the present clogging in the
~
this office w ere: Roger Berry, Donald area for the time being.
Councilor Peterson brought his^reBrock, Donald Jerikins, Michael Pizzutti, Robert Sager, and David Venator. port on the reseryed-seat system for the
“ Be it known to all citizens, as of
The race for secretary was a close allotment of places at the home football
this date, October 26, in the year of
one: the winner, Audrey Shriber, re games to the attention of the group,
our Lord, 1950, there shall be formed
ceiving 129 votes to Jane Emerson’s 127. and they decided that his committee’ s
a city council consisting of a represen
The third candidate was Dan Ford. Fred suggestions to the effect that seats be
tative of and elected by each dormitory,
Bennett, with 239 votes, handily won the made available after Monday morning
sorority, and fraternity, who will meet
race for treasurer from Robert Pasquill. preceding the games, on a first-comeby decree of the Mayor. The
The three representatives to the Stu first-served basis be accepted.
function of this council shall be to aid
Bill MacKelvie gave his opinion on
dent Council from Liberal Arts are
and advise the Mayor in formulating
Jack Atwood 177 votes, Charles Coope the recent N ew Hampshire article by
plans for a monstrous motor caravan
148 votes, and Charles Elute 126 votes. Robert B. Partlow of the English de
One other candidate, John Tsirimokos, partment on the general dress of New
to Tufts.”
.
.
Hampshire students. He said he agreed
The above proclamation, issued by
ran.
Miss Norma Farrar, president of A .W .S., is shown presenting a goingColonel T -H all, was carried out by
Don W ood was unopposed for elec- with Mr. Partlow that the general dress
gift
rally -------------------------held at his home---------recently.
on campus was “ sloppy” and moved that
Nathan Battles, advisor to the Colonel. away g
m to
tu rPrexy
ic * ^ Adams
jnuama at
ai a farewell
-------------------j
tion Presias representative from the College
the Council express a vote of thanks to
An orientation meeting of this council dent and Mrs. Adams were honored by the students at a rally pnor to^ the Q£ Technology.
a /intnc’ adeparture
annr+nro for Washington,
\A/aclnno'tnTi wliGrG
w ill assume
sssum e the position
Brenton B 3,tt€rsby W3.S clcctcd roprc- Mr. Partlow. The motion was discus
where Dr. AdHiiis
Adams will
was held on N ovem ber 1, at Sigma Adams’
Beta, better known at “ T -H all A n n ex ’ . of President of the American Council on Education.
sentative from the College of Agricul sed, and Councilor John T. Ellis ob
Large Representation
ture. He received 144 voes, giving him jected to the newspaper article on the
O f the thirty-five houses on campus,
a margin of more than 100 votes over grounds that he didn’t like its tone. The
his nearest rival. His opponents were motion for a vote of thanks was defeated.
twenty-seven were represented, and
Honor Systems
Clyde Smith, Walter Gorenfle, Fred
w ord has reached the M ayor that those
Ellis then told the assemblage of his
erick Jertnings, Paul Swenson, Roger
houses not represented will send dele
Laber, George Smiley, and William research and hopes for an academic
gates in the near future. This council
honor system at this University, so the
Houson.
is the only organization in the city of
students wouldn’t feel ‘like convicts.”
Durham that has this large representaHis research includes study of the work
One of the most important, but per among themselves, Ray Grady of the
tion.
Government Department as chairman,
that has been done at the Universities
Plans were originally made to assem haps one of the least known, campihs
and Virginia Deschenes of the English
of California, Virginia, and Massa
ble a m otor caravan with posters on organizations, the Student Education
Department as recording secretary.
chusetts.
the cars, to carry students to the U N H Policy Committee, has begun functioning
The New Hampshire will print
A
Requirements Reviewed
-Tufts football game on Saturday, but after several years of inactivity.
names
of newly appointed committee
It is the job of the committee to in
highway regulations prohibit such par- strictly student organization, it has been
members in next week’ s issue.
empowered by the Liberal Arts College vestigate and evaluate the present prac
This Saturday, November 11, is the
to investigate fully and_ make suggestions tices of the various departments and the
Mass Exodus Planned
big football game played in Boston be
An alternate
plan
now _ under on the educational policy of all the de general Liberal Arts requirements. The
TUFTS TICKETS
tween Tufts and U N H . This weekend
way will put two sign-up lists in every partments in the College of Liberal Arts. committee is currently working on a de
has in the past, been a great success
tailed
investigation
of
the
sixteen
pur
Consisting
of
fifteen
regular
members,
Tickets for the Tufts game in
dorm and house on campus,^ where
because it includes not only the big
students who do not have rides to one from each department in the college, poses of the Liberal Arts College as game, but a dance later in the_ evening
Medford on Saturday will be on
stated
in
the
University
catalogue
to
see
the
committee
also
elects
five
members
M edford Saturday may register. The
sponsored by the Boston Alumni Club. _
sale at the ticket window in the
second list will be signed by students at large: three juniors from the five if these purposes are being carried out
This dance will be held at the Uni
and if they are actually valid and of
Business Office until 4 p.m. Friday.
who have cars with room to trans courses with the highest enrollment and
two sophomores from the remaining de use to the students. The results will be versity Club, off Copley Square, and
port non-car owners.
Student tickets may be pur
put into a final report submitted at the music will be provided by Ken Reeves
The exodus to Tufts is expected partments. These members were elected
chased
for $1.35 upon presenta
and
his
Orchestra.
Admission
will
be
end
of
the
year.
to leave at noon, Saturday Novem ber last May at special meetings of each de
----- the dancing will start at 8
The committee also hopes to be able to $1.20
T----- and
tion of athletic tickets.
Genera!
partment and in turn selected from
11 .
look into the Freshman departmental p.m. As has been the custom in the
admission tickets will also be on
requirements to see if the purposes of I past, the profits will go into a scholar
sale for $1.80.
All tickets pur
the Liberal Arts College are being car ship fund to provide aid for a student
chased at the gate on Saturday
ried out by the present courses. Since in the Boston area.
(continued on page 2)
the purpose of the Liberal Arts require
will be $1.80.
ments is to give students a Jjroad back
ground on which ’’to form later speciali
zation the committee is trying to elimi
by Skip Hamlin
nate all unnecessary parts of courses
which are of no practical use to the stu
Ackerman
and
Richard
Anderson.
The
Student Council has been given ^ pn tdents. Besides pointing out undesirable
non-Council
members
are
being
_
added
cd disciplinary powers by the University
aspects the committee may suggest new
Disciplinary Comittee after recommen for two reasons, according to Skip Lit courses that they deem necessary and
dations by Dr. Chandler and Dr. Adams. tle, president of Student Council. The desirable. Furthermore, the committee
Mask and Dagger will present its well as Mrs. Muskat. The rest of the
These recomendations are the_ result of reasons are (1) to keep the Board from may look into the problems o f cutting, first production of the year, Liliom, N o- cast includes Ann Badger, Elizabeth
being
entirely
a
Council
function
and
suggestions made at The Rolling Ridge
vember 15 through 18, at New ^Hamp Johnston, Sally Jobes, Selma Richelson,
(2 ) to add stability to the Board, in the honor system, or any thing else that
Conference on Campus Affairs.
David Hemmingway, Kip Tatro, Kath
is pertinent to the policy of education in shire Hall.
case
of
the
removal
of
Council
mem
The Council has already been present
L H C leads
Ita u o
1U1
**
» ¥ w iiju u j
a.v;vyxic*.AVj.
Ronald jJutras,
u n a o ,
-Ben
u v -n
W
OrJ .CastL 111
in the
for
Wednesday
and leen Watson,
the
Liberal
Arts
College.
ed with a few trial cases by Dean Me’d- bers by elections.
Friday are John Scott as Liliom, Janet cutt, Robert Piper, Ray Matheson, MenStrictly Student
__ *_ ^___ _ ___
n n
T ■■ 1 . ,—
.
D
'i
V
1 4 m n I T /*3
/ f n *1 ^ \m 1
^
^ ^T \ •—
>m m /%11
A 1
TT
esy, who is acting as advisor to the
The Council will use academic rec
The committee functioned before the Humphries as Julie, Rhoda Zelinsky don MacDonald, W oods O ’Donnell, Al
Council Disciplinary Board. It should ords of high school and college, family war, but went into abeyance when Dean as Marie and Barbara Conway as Mrs. Robinson, Bernard DesRoches, Erhard
be known, however, that the powers are records, and psychological test records Blewett joined the army in 1941. Being Muskat. Supporting roles are played by Hlo.uschek, Kerry Rothstein, Rodney
yet limited by the Disciplinary Commit for background in judging the cases. completely separated from the admin Virginia Deschenes, Nancy Miller, Sally Mansfield, Robert Morrison, Dee Dee
tee, and it is the hope of the Council The action of the Council is meant to istration the members are_ quite free Jobes, Selma Richelson, David Hem Chase, Richard Parent and John Pridthat in the future they will be in charge be, “constructive and positive” and its from any restriction and inhibitions with mingway, Kip Tatro, Olive Ring, W alt gen\ .
of all disciplinary action. The only in purpose will be an attempt to determine their suggestions for improvement. H ow  er Fisher, Dan Hogan, Robert Skinner,
Liliom, written by Ferenc Molnar,
fluence this Board will have academical the reasons for student misconduct. On ever the committee has the authority at Norman Caron, Mendon MacDonald, ran successfully on Broadway in the
ly is that, if a student is put on proba Cases not under Council’s jurisdiction any time to consult Dean Blewett or W oods O ’Donnell, Norman Wallace, 1920’s.
An adaptation, Carousel, was
tion he will be expected to conforrn to the new Disciplinary Board will sit in any member o f the faculty for informa Bernard D esRoches, Erhard H lou s- recently successful as a musical comedy.
the University probationary require on meetings of the University Disciplin tion they desire.
chek, K erry Rothstein, Rodney M ans The play is concerned with a barker,
ments
.
.
ary Committee.
The University of New Hampshire is field, David Ladd, M ary Fitzgerald and Liliom, who through unfortunate cir
The new board is made up o f seven
cumstances loses his job and is forced
Another step toward student self- one of the few colleges which has such Richard Parent.
members, five from the Student Coun
Thursday and Saturday night, the to turn to crime as a profession.
government is the placement of Student an organization. The committee is ex
cil and two chosen from the student
Tickets are now on sale at the Book
Council representatives on the Universi pected to be of great value to both the leads are portrayed by Eric Kromphold
body. Named to the board w ere: Dick
store and the Wildcat for 60c. Season
ty Housing and Dining-Hall Commit student body and the faculty in determ as Liliom, Bernice Hastings as Julie,
Morse, chairman; Bill Merrill, Carl
Enid Hill as Marie, and Priscilla Hart- tickets will not be sold after this play.
ining courses and requirements.
Cross, all of Council; and Stewart tees.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
Prexy Receives Student G ift

Freshman Elections
Result in Draw for
Class Vice-president

Colonel T- Hall Issues
Proclamation at First

Town Council Meeting

Committee on Student Ed. Policy
Resumes Activities;Begins Survey

Dancing Will Follow
Tufts-UNH Football

Student Council Given Limited
Disciplinary Functions by Prexy

Broadway Play to be Presented;
Two Casts Fill Production Bill

j
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CLUB

Library Exhibition
Placement Bureau Sees Busy Year Current
Features Interior Textiles
After Assisting 476 Grads in ’49

An exhibition of textiles for contempory interiors will be on display in
the A rt division of the Hamilton Smith
Library until N ovem ber 21,
The exhibition was arranged by
Miss Eleanor Tinsley, instructor in the
Department of the Arts, who, in con 
ference with designers, selected a num
ber of the fabrics which are on display.

Psi Epsilon

N H O C will present the first all cam
pus square dance in recent years on
Friday, November 10 at New Hampshire
Hall. Dancing is from 8:00 to 11:45.
The dress will be levis and full skirts.
The caller is Mai Hayden and beginner
as well as expert is invited. Co-chair
men o f the dance are Clarence Wadleigh
and Ruth Berry.
Admission is fifty
cents per person. Stag or drag.

Psi Epsilon, the Honorary EconomicsBusiness Society, will hold an open meet
ing Monday, November 13, in the Or
ganizations Room, Commons at 7 :30.
Guest speaker of the evening will be
Mr. Eugene Whittemore. Mr. Whittemore, who is President o f the Morley
C o .; Chairman of the Industrial A d
visory
Committee,
New
Hampshire
State Planning and Development Com
mission and a member of the New Eng
land Steel Committee, will speak on the
problem of Industry in New Hampshire.
It is hoped that those majors in Eco
nomics or Business Administration who
have expressed a desire to become mem
bers of Psi Epsilon will attend this meet
ing so that they may more fully under
stand the objectives of the society.

Over two-thirds of the members of last year’s graduating class
who registered with the U N H Placement Bureau have been employed
in their chosen field, it was disclosed this week by Donald H. Rich
ards, Bureau Director.
As of November 4, 476 students received jobs through the Bur
eau. There were 655 registered seniors, some of whom found em
ployment by themselves.
A m on g the w ell-know designers’
Applied Farming
A ccording to Mr. Richards, engineers, teachers, and secretaries w ork are products of Frann;e Dressel,
At their last meeting the Applied
are in the greatest demand while busines administration majors find Ben Rose, Ruth Adler, Dan Cooper, Farming Organization elected the fol
it most difficult to secure employment. In one field of engineering, Adriana and Franco Scalamandre, lowing officers: Pres. Frank Richards;
every person who registered received
a job through the Bureau.
The Placement Bureau is not a new
organization, having been started some
20 years ago. However, it wasn’t until
after W orld W ar II that a full-time di
rector took office.
He was Jere A.
Chase, who is now director o f admis
sions.
The bureau services are available to
both students and graduates of the Uni
versity Who are looking for positions,
and to employers who are seeking em
ployees. Its purpose is to get the candi
date in contact with the employer so
that each may be able to meel; his needs
in a satisfactory manner.
Any person who needs assistance in
obtaining a position may register with
the Bureau. The only qualification a
student has to forefill is to make out an
application, submit six photographs, and
list several references.
The Bureau sends the compiled con
fidential credentials to employers who re
port to the Bureau their employment
needs. The Bureau acts impartially; the
selection is made by the employer, de
pending upon the student’s record and
qualifications in relation to his interests.
Mr. Richards has pointed out that now
is the time for seniors to register as it
will allow the Bureau to compile the
applicant’s referenecs and to classify the
student.
Some requests have already
-been received from concerns asking for
graduates of next June.

Phys. Ed. Director Names
Men to Plan New Program
Carl H . Lundholm, director of ath
letics and physical education, last week
selected representatives from each of
the freshmen and sophom ore men’s
physical education classes to meet with
him to discuss plans for the winter
physical education classes.
The meeting is being called in an
attempt to remedy the crow ded con 
ditions in the field house and to obtain
ideas about ^ varied and interesting
program, Mr. Lundholm said.
Meetings with the entire enrollment
of freshmen and sophom ores who are
taking Physical Education will be held
during the week of Novem ber 27.

NEWS

Outing Club

Alexander Calder, Salvadore Dali, and
Vice-Pres. Gilbert Riley; Sec. Janet
G eorge Nelson.
John; Treas. Alden Cousins. Commit
In the Exhibition Corridor, second tee heads are: Gilbert Riley, Athletics;
floor of Hewitt Hall, a number of David Wilson and Edmond Merrill, Pro
prints assembled to illustrate the gram ; and Robert Young and Robert
theme, “ Greek Athletics and Festi Moffat, Publicity.
Freshman
class
Applied
Farmers
vals,” is on display.
elected: Pres. William Fiske; VicePres. Richard V appi; Sec. Sally Os
bourne; and Treas. Alden Cousins.
- TUFTS - UNH
Senior Class Applied Farmers elected:
(Continued from page 1)
Pres. Paul Jolly; Vice-Pres. Joseph
For the past three years, the dance Capp; Treas. Philip L y s te r ;’ Sec. Janet
John.
has been an outstanding success, largely
because U N H students have discovered
Canterbury Club
it does not cost much m oney to have a
Canterbury Club held a supper re
good time in Boston — not this week cently in the Alumni R oom of New
end anyway.
Hampshire Hall. It was followed by a
short business meeting. The program
was a speech on music by Mr. Donald
Steele.
A bean supper will be held
W ed. Tickets are sixty-five cents.

FINE FURNITURE
FOR OVER 50 YEARS
Serving Dover and Durham

E. MORRILL
Furniture Co.
421 Central Ave.

Tel. 70
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ST U D E N T UNION
by Jim Gale
Student Union wishes to thank all
those w ho donated their time and talent
to make the show < last Friday night
the success that it was.
Although
there was more material in the first
shaw that didn’t appear in the second,
a l l v t h e acts were well received.
Many
thanks to Phil W heaton who did a
swell job as master of ceremonies and
to Eric K rom phold, the show ’s able
director.
_
^
Dance Tim e will be on again tonight
after a n . interruption of two weeks
due to other activities taking prefer
ence on Thursday nights.
Club Service has finished doing over
two ping-pong tables and is now w ork
ing on a third. A ll enthusiasts have
Dave H em ingway and his industrious
committe to thank for the nice job
done.
The reading room ’s new paint job
was speeded to completion for the
Dads’ D ay program held at the Notch
last Saturday.
One thousand dads
passed through the building in the
course of registration.
Th ey were
met at the door by Student Union
members who then escorted the Pops
to the various tables.
Sign up sheets are being put in N .H .
Hall for commuters who want lockers
there.
A hayride is com ing up Novem ber
11. There is a fifty-cent charge for the
ride, but as usual there will be no
charge for the refreshments and dance
that are to follow . The fun begins
at 7:30 at the Notch.
If you want free bridge lessons sign
up at the SU office this and next week
before next Thursday; that is the only
way we can get an idea of how many
are interested. Miss M ary Crockett of
Durham will give the basic elements of
Culbertson’s honor trick system next
Thursday at 4 at the Notch.

Enjoy your cigarette! Enjoy truly -fine tokaceo
that combines both perfect miraness and rich
taste In one great cigarette - Lucky Strike!
Perfect mildness? You bet. Scientific tests,
confirmed by three independent consulting
laboratories, prove that Lucky Strike is milder
than any other principal brand. Rich taste?
Yes,’ the full, rich taste of truly fine tobacco.
Only fine tobacco gives you both real mildness
and rich taste. And Lucky Strike means fine
tobacco. So enjoy the happy blending that com
bines perfect mildness with a rich, true tobacco
taste. Be Happy—Go Lucky!

LS/MFT-Lo4y Strike

Means Fine Tobacco
^
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Beat Tufts

Under New Management
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Argyle Kits and Sweater Yarn
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Above The Dover News Shop
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C O P R .. THE AMERICAN TOB ACCO COM PANY

M ASK AND DAGGER

Tickets for:
Wednesday and Friday
University Bookstore
Thursday and Saturday
Wildcat

presents

“L I L I O M ”
Last chance for season tickets

Wednesday

—

Saturday

November 15 — 18
Tickets

60c tax inc.

New Hampshire Hall
8:00 P.M.
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Kampus Kitten

Giant Steps

Combined Student Gov’t. ?

M ay W e . . .

A . . .

Recently, the administration took a big step
in improving student-faculty relations. The step
they took proved to the students that they are
appreciated by the administration in the light that
they are capable of ruling themselves. The refer
ence is, of course, to the approval of a Disciplinary
Board made of students.
This action is a direct result of the sugges
tions made at the Rolling Ridge Conference, and
may be the first of many of the ideas_ presented
at this conference to become practicalities. The
fact that Dr. Chandler participated with Dr.
Adams in formulating this plan is certainly an
indication that our incoming president is a man
who considers the student problems as his own.

. . . Take . . .
There are other implications in this an
nouncement. As the powers have been given to
Student Council, it will have a direct influence on
the Council. The elections will become more
important and there will be more individual par
ticipation in them in the way of candidates and in
the number of votes cast. The students will want
to put capable and honest students in office so
that everyone will get a square deal when action
has to be taken. There will be more competition
between the students and not just between fra
ternities or houses to see who can get the more
members in office. In this way better students
W arn
will be selected for the Council.
May we complement Dr. Chandler on his re
cent statement that, “ the students will get all
the responsibility that they can handle.” It shows
that our president-elect has other considerations
in mind as to giving the students a louder voice
in the administration of this University. By this
Behold, citizens of Dur-ham the first Kampus Kitten for this semester! She is
action the students will become more responsible
Nancy Graham of Chi Omega and Laconia. Her outdoor interests won her an
election to Blue Circle and her charming voice put her m the Choir. Vital
for their own scholastic permanency.
statistics: Brown hair, blue eyes, 5'4" and 120 pounds. Best of all is her Dating
Rating; she’s not going steady and is ready for bids.

______ __________ ________ _____________ ____ ___________ —----

Professor Johnson Scores Short
Range Politics of U. S. and U S S R
Dr. G. R. Johnson, Professor of Far
Eastern History, presented a provoking
talk on “ Short and Long Range Poli
tics” at the SCM meeting last Monday
night, in which he lashed out at both
the Soviet Union and the United States
for their “ policies of expediency” in the
field of world politics. Declaring that
“ man’ s happiness is conditioned by what
he is expecting tomorrow” , Dr. Johnson
maintained that the present actions of
both world powers will lead to future
difficulty and chaos. The great prob
lem is, he said, “ how we can eat, drank
and be merry today and still eat, drink
and be merry tomorrow.’
W e have only to look at the past for
illustrations of
short range policies
creating future troubles; Dr. Johnson
referred to the Egyptian Empire, and
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maintained that “ solutions for the im
mediate situation brought her down to
ruin. The Versailles Treaty as a short
range answer led to W orld W ar I I ; our
solutions to today’s predicament may
well lead to W orld War III.”
Dr. Johnson then proceeded to prove
his point that “ Russia and the United
States have policies built on short-range
politics” by giving concrete illustrations
for both national states. “ Russia, Dr.
Johnson stated, wrecked Lenin’s desires
for freedom and equality by seeking to
attain these ideals by means inimical to
the ends sought. The dictatorship, he
added, has doomed Lenin’s ideals^ the
“ means have swallowed up the ends.”t
Turning to the United States, Dr. John
son asserted it is a great “ American trage
dy” that as a nation “ we have been con
cerned for the underdog, yet throughout
the world we are supporting vested inter
ests and reactionaries.”
Dr. Johnson attacked our aid to Franco
Spain, a dictatorship; “ we backed Chiang
Kai Shek for four to five years too long ’ ;
‘and today there is only one requirement
which a group must have to get our sup
port: that it be anti-communist.” Dr.
Johnson stated that regardless of the bil
lions we have spent in Asia fighting the
“ communists uprisings” , he feels “ Russia
is winning” and that at the end of the
20th Century” historians will say the out
standing movement of the age was the
slow rise o f the people of undeveloped
regions to get the better things of life
. . . we are practically blind to see it
happen . . . further, the Communistphobia is leading us to crush revolu( continued on page 8)
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“ United we stand, divided we don’t accom
plish much,” seems to be the feeling of AW S and
Student Council at present. Plans suggested at
the Rolling Ridge Conference concerning their
merger into one governing body are being devised
into workable form, and concrete plans will be
forthcoming in the near future.
H ow would such a merger benefit the aver
age woman student? Or would it? A W S , at
the present time, is a very strong and a much ad
mired part of our University scene. Disciplinary
and other problems are handled with finesse and
the pulse of public opinion is generally well catagorized.. T o combine A W S with Student Council
might possibly weaken the affective power now
held by A W S unless provisions for separate sub
ordinate councils were provided to deal with
action limited to the women students.

. . . Another?
Because of other engagements the U N H dis
ciplinary Committee was not able to be as close
to student problems as this new board is now.
They will be able to see the gravity or levity of
a situation more quickly than the original board
because they are students themselves and should
know how students should act.
In the future years the Council hopes to take
over all the disciplinary action at the University.
Thanks again to the administration for letting
us take these giant steps that will be used ju
diciously and honestly.
R.C.B.

. . . Woman's . . .
But the advantages of such a system are
numerous enough to command our attention. The
feeling of unity and cooperation needed to plan
successful D^ds’ Day or Hom ecom ing programs
would originate easily in the atmosphere of “ one
ness’ provided by a joint council. As it is now,
so many programs such as these overlap in au
thority and would be more efficiently handled
were the initial plans a joint co-operation from
within a single group.
The University as a whole needs the estab
lishment of such an organization to promote bet
ter relationships among faculty, men and women
students, and the operation of plans toward the
goals established at Rolling Ridge. W om en stu
dents need such a system to give them equal
rights in the establishment of University policy.
W e, as maturing young women, should be
given more responsibilities in the college program
to help prepare us for future living. Is it not bet
ter that we make our mistakes now than when we
have no one to turn to for guidance? Such a
student government, if given added responsibili
ties to those now delegated to A W S and Student
Council, offers an excellent training ground for
students in situations similar to those faced in
life.

Student Writer
A . . .
From the year of 1928 up till the year 1942,
the University of New Hampshire was- repre
sented in the literary field by their yearly maga
zine, the Student Writer. Then due to the war
conditions, this magazine was dropped and has
never been resumed. Now that the country is
back on a more-or-less peacetime basis, the Uni
versity could improve its standing by picking up
their publication.
For fourteen years The Student Writer was
among the most noteworthy college literary mag
azines for the content of its writing. This publi
cation was superior to most student literary mag
azines in that it was characterized by no adver
tising. It had an advantage in being a yearly
magazine, in that it had no deadlines to meet
either monthly or quarterly and so time could be
utilized to completely fill the space with good
writing and required no hastily written filler.
The magazine was written and published un
der faculty supervision with an interest only in
the writing, not in the proper content of the ma
terial. It ran to a standard size of 144 pages.

. . . Literary . . .

The magazine was instituted on campus un
Don't Be Bitter
der Claude Lloyd in 1928. Mr. Lloyd left the
T o the Editor—
University in 1931 and is now head of the Eng
The follow-up events of the recent
lish Department at Exeter Academy. In 1931,
M ayorality Campaign have revealed
Dr. Carroll S. Tow le came to the University and
a grim lack of student sportsmanship
on campus. W e are aware of the fact
took over the publication. He worked with it
that those w ho emerge victorious in
aided by Mr. Edward Y. Blewett and Mr. William
any race inevitably meet with a cer
Webster.
It is under their guidance that this
tain degree of opposition from the less
magazine is hoped to be resumed this year.
*
successful rivals.
There are certain
selected groups or cliques which are
In the last issue, in 1942, the magazine staff
never satisfied unless their particujar
adopted a new policy and using linoleum cuts,
regime is in powes.
W^hy, though;
and added art work to the magazine. This work
must they persist in maintaining cut
was representative of the best of the art work on
throat rivalry even after an election
campus just as the writings are representative of
is past?
Specifically, complaints have been
the best literary work.
registered concerning the block voting
Recently an interest has been expressed by
through collection of I. D. cards. But
the
grads
and students and by various faculty
consider this for a moment — any
members to see this magazine return to campus.
student passing under T -H all arch dur
ing voting hours could have heard the
Reasons for its growth on this campus can be
loud announcement “ each card entitles
found in the service it fills by providing a place
a v ote.” D oes not this connote block
of exhibition as is given to every other skill on
voting?
campus. It also provides a record of the prize
Due to loose election rules it was
winning writings of the students, a record of
possible for the winning candidate’s
constituents to gather up cards of stu
writings for the last few years buried either in
dents who lacked time to cast their
old archives or among the author’s mementoes.
own ballots. These ballots were cast
W
ith the talent we have on campus we should
in the direction designated by the ab
have a way of publishing it for future reference
sentee voter. Some call this “ high
handedness” ; we call it political in
and public acclaim. This magazine would also
genuity!
fulfill the service of satisfying the curiosity of
L et’s not be bitter — what do you
the students for his fellows and their work.
say — ban together and support our

. . . Challenge

M ayor!
Signed:
P. W . and M. B.
(names withheld)

This magazine can be rejuvenated. In past
years it was run by a faculty board jointly with a

. . . Viewpoint
T o merge our governing bodies without giv
ing more authority would defeat the purposes of
such a merger. Is the University ready to give
the students a real voice in their affairs? No
doubt more school loyalty can be found where the
voice of the student is always listened to, than
where it is lost in the crowd. According to a
speech by President-elect Chandler before the
State Grange Meeting last week, it appears that
such a voice will be given if the students will
make use of it to good advantage.
Student Council in its weakened conditions
needs the proposed merger for strength. A W S
needs the merger to help develop more student
leaders. They both need the merger to promote
better student relations and to gain a better voice
in University affairs, which directly concern all.
students.
L. C.

Responsible Conduct
This weekend should be of special signifi
cance and importance to the student body. On
Saturday, our splendid football team will be
seeking its seventh straight victory when it
meets Tufts on the gridiron turf at Medford.
Let’s all go to Tufts Saturday, after morn
ing classes are over, and show Massachusetts
citizenry the kind of support we are giving their
native son —j1 Coach “ Chief” Boston — and his
team.
All of Boston is waiting to see our W ildcats
in action. Let’s show them our student body in
action — spiritedly but responsibly.
Goocl conduct — on the field and off the
field — is the password.
W .A.G.
board of outstanding literary students of the
Junior and Senior classes. The magazine was, in
the past, subsidized by the University Bookstore
on a non-profit basis, in the cheapest manner pos
sible. A blanket text of just a certain number of
pages was used in order to facilitate this lowprice range. By this method a unit price was
charged by the printer for the first 500 and after
that each additional 100 was set at a definite rate.
In this manner it was possible to make up the
costs trn all books over the original 500 copies.
This plan can still be used. It utilizes the
two practical ways of running a literary maga
zine. Bookstore subsidization and the use of a
blanket text. It uses the work of the students
under the supervision of the faculty members
interested in the literary work on campus and
with the aid of the outstanding writers on the
campus.
The only thing which hinders the resurrec
tion of The Student Writer is a lack of active
student interest and pressure for the book. It
is up to the student body to demand this publi
cation.
J. H.
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by Bill Reid
Sport Shorts from a Cleat Conscious Campus
T w o ex-New Hampshire coaches shared Chief
Boston’s V ictory Cigar last Saturday night. Out
in Nebraska, Biff Glassford’s Hellszapoppin’ aerial
festival, featuring Bobby Reynolds, ran into its
sixth straight week.
Reynolds and the Cornhuskers made sufficient fourth period connections
to outdo Missouri 40-34 in one of the highest scor
ing games of that series. It was an equitable ad
justment of last season’s fray, in which Missouri ruled by a single
point 20-19. Meanwhile, farther west, George Sauer, apparently
contented after his release from Navy, fired his Baylor team to kick
the props out from under one of the strongmen squads of the South
west
Texas Christian . . .
If you think Chief Boston faces large, forbidding.problems dur
ing the next two weeks in the way of Kent State, take a quick peek
at the schedules of Glassford andSauer. Nebraska meets a pair of
lukewarm opponents this Saturday and next before the season’s
windup with Am erica’s number 3 team, the Sooners of Oklahoma.
Sauer, meanwhile, will play in order during these next two weeks
(1) Texas (2) Southern Methodist, neither of whom are generally
recognized as the soft touch type . . .
Kent Looks Rough
If you’d like tp make some frightening advance speculation about
Kent State, try this for size. Illinois, now being boomed by some
writers for a Rose Bowl bid, beat Ohio University 28-2. Three weeks
later Kent State beat the same Ohio U team 35-13. By dint of show
ings against a common opponentt, therefore, Kent could be rated no
worse than a touchdown weaker than the Illin i! November 18 should
be a big day in Durham . . .
^
The annual Glass Bowl game scheduled for December 2 in
Toledo was cancelled by city officials late last week. The Rockets,
without Skip Stahley this season, have been so hard pressed to win
one that Bowl officials figured the post-season game might be a redpencial affair . . .
Boston will set the revenge motive to work for him again this
weekend when the Cats meet the Tufts Jumbos in the Medford oval.
The ire won’t be directed entirely against the Jumbos, however,
but against Boston newspapers in general. The Tufts student week
ly and publicity bureau have been both been markedly liberal with
the superlatives when describing the 1950 Jumbo squad. There could
be an adjustment of values this Saturday . . . .
Tufts Strong on Defense
The jum bos have been almost as successful on defense as New
Hampshire until last week’s games. They turned in successive
shutouts over Bates, Northeastern and Middlebury earlier in the
year. The W ildcats and Tufts no longer a play a common opponent
so that all pre-game comparison are ruled out . . .
Arthur Sampson of the Boston Herald, in a defensive gesture,
was moved to remark last Saturday that he preferred to “ work”
Yankee Conference football games. “ They have a something extra
in color and fan enthusiasm,” he said. The close to 7000 fans who
braved a three hour Durham drizzle to look on would seem to bear
Mr. Sampson out . . .
The only U N H squad memebr to score a touchdown this season
outside of the backs is reserve end Bob Harrington. Neither of the
regular pickets, Frank Penney or Bill Haubrich have caught passes
in the end zone; a back-handed compliment to the potency of Bos
ton’s running attack . . .
Arthur Valpey, Connecticut mentor, picks starters from his
squad by vote. Each of the members of the staff casts one ballot
for each position and the candidate with the largest number wins.
In the event of a tie, Valpey retains the perogative of deciding that
issue . . .
The Tufts— New Hampshire series is one of the oldest in UNH
records. It all began back in 1897 when the Jumbos topped the W ild
cats 12-4. Since then the two teams have met 30 times. AJNH has
17 wins as against 11 losses and two games have gone to a tie. The
last time that Tufts beat a U N H football squad was in 1934, when the
Jumbos blanked Bill Cowell’s team 26-0.

U N H Fans!
The U N H football team wishes
to rr^ake this request of all its
supporters on the eve of Saturday’s
game with Tufts.
“ During and after the game in
Medford, we would like to ask our
fans to refrain from any acts of
over-enthusiasm
which
might
threaten either the persons or the
property of the Oval, the campus
or the city itself.
If there are hard feelings to be
aired, let us take It out in touch
downs. W e ’d like to see you all
there.
Signed.
Bill Haubrich
Tom Gorman
Co-captains, 1950

UNH Statistics
Yards gained rushing:
Yards gained passing:
Yards gained net:

UNH
1921
439
2360

OPP
572
654
1226

I N D IV ID U A L S T A T IS T IC S :
Times Carried
Yards Aver.
Bowes
88
530
6.02
Durand
57
281
4.9
Dewing
116
644
5.5
Rowell
16
145
9.0
Campbell
13
100
7.6
McGlory
18
102
5.6
Keany
25 punts
763
30.5
Townsend
22 for 28 (P A T ) .785
393.3 Net Gain per game (6 garties)

Bodwell Cracks N H M eet Mark
A s Harriers Lose; Freshmen Win
The W ildcat harriers of Coach Paul
Sweet suffered their fourth straight
setback here last Friday afternoon at
the hands of the Verm ont cross
country team, 20 to 42. The U N H
runners have won only one meet, beat
ing Boston University in their initial
start of the year.
i/espite the sterling perform ance o f
Bob Bodwell, W ildcat captain, who
captured first place and set a new
course record, covering the distance
in 22:28.5 minutes, the U N H runners
were_ unable to capture only tw o other
positions in the first ten finishers. Hahn
placed eighth, follow ed by W ebber in
tenth place.
For Verm ont, M ahoney finished
second, Hunter placed third, Porter
copped fourth place, W risley finished
fifth, follow ed by Row ell in sixth, Cas
well in seventh, and Coughlin in ninth.
The remaining finishers w ere: 11.
Stevens, U N H ; 12. Pratt, U N H ; 13.
Boodey, U N H ; 14. Sprague, U N H ; 15.
Crowley, U N H ; 16. Hogan, U N H ;
17. Brock, V t.; 18. Ladd, U N H ; 19.
Randall, V t.; and 20. Beairsto, U N H .
Carlsen Sets New Mark
The Frosh harriers ended their regu
lar season here last week by downing
Concord and D over in a triangular
meet, 32 to 41 and 61. The win was
the third in a row for Coach Paul
Sweet’s boys, and their fourth o f the
season. They have suffered one defeat.
Pacing the Kittens once again was
Alan Carlsen, who covered the course

in 13:47.3 minutes, a new record. H is
time was almost nine seconds faster
than the previous record, set by him
self tw o weeks ago against M IT .
Placing second was Don Gagnon o f
Concord, follow ed by M oody of D over
in third place. Paul Saltmarsh of Con
cord finished fourth, and Becker o f
U N H captured fifth place. H ood o f
Concord was sixth, Murray o f U N H
seventh, eighth was Cranda’ l of D over,
and Hilton and M cRae of U N H cop 
ped ninth and tenth positions.
The other finishers w ere: 11. K ieffer, U N H ; 12. Pestana, U N H ; 13
W entw orth, D ; 14. Murrav, C; . 15.
Call, C; ;16.
H olbrock, U N H ; 17
Jarwoski, C; 18. Fahey, U N H ; 19
Thomas, C; 20'. Shultz, U N H .

Ski Meeting
Coach Ed B lood invites all male
students interested in trying out for
either the Frosh or Varsity Ski teams
to attend a meeting "this M onday in
Commons at 7 p.m.

"For Your Needs"

Hardware House

TH EM A U !
P h ilip M

challenges
any other leading brand
to suggest this test
o r r is

H U N D R E D S O F T H O U S A N D S OF
SM O K E R S, w h o fried this test,
report in signed statements that
PHILIP M O R R IS IS DEFIN ITELY
LESS IR R ITA TIN G , DEFIN ITELY M ILD ER

Frosh Grind O u t Fourth Straight;)
Tackle Brewster Here Tomorrow
The power-packed Kittens turned
the trick again at Phillips Exeter,
Saturday afternoon 20-7, to remain
undefeated in four starts. Preceding
■this game the Exeter eleven was also
undefeated, but the hard-hitting Fresh
men cut short their string of conquests.
The first tally came about as the
result o f three quick plays by the
Frosh, during the first two minutes
of play. The assault was begun by
Joe Regis who returned the opening
kick off to the 42 by dint of some
flashy ball-carrying. Fred W right im
mediately spun to the Exeter 36.
“ Jeep” Munsey swept the end all the
way down to the 2 yard line. Then
a plunge through right tackle by Ted
W right proved to be good for six
points.
Seconds later Bob Johnson
upped the score to 7-0 with a place
ment.
Touchdow n number two came in the
second
period
when
D ick W hite
flipped to Bruce W illis on the five, and

I

W illis proceeded to cross the goal line.
W orth y of mention about this score
is the fact that this pass was partially
blocked by an Exeter back, only to
spin through the air right into the wait-1
ing arms of its intended receiver. Bob
Johnson complied with the extra point.
The Kittens got their third T D ,
when they ground ^>ut first down after
first down from their own forty down
to the Phillips five. Then left half
back Bill Colell^. narrowly missed
scoring by tfie approximate distance
of one foot. Then after another line
buck by Colella failed to register,
quarterback Ed Johnson smashed off
tackle into end zone to end the K it
ten’s scoring for the afternoon.
The lone Exeter score was accom 
plished by Gordon Bird, w ho plunged
through for the touchdown and then
proceeded to kick the extra point. The
game ended with Exeter frantically
attempting to connect on long passes.

O ’N eil’s G rill

1 . . . Light up a PHILIP M O RRIS

2 .

Just take a puff— DO N ’T INHALE— and
s-l-o-w-l-y let the smoke come through
your nose. Easy, isn’t it? And NO W ...

Do exactly the same th in g— D O N ’T
INHALE. Notice that bite, that sting?
Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS!

.. Light up your present brand

Other brands merely make claims—but P h i l i p M o r r i s invites you
to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself.
Try this simple test. W e believe that you, too, will agree . • •
P h i l i p M o r r i s is, indeed, America’s FINEST Cigarette!
*

NO CIGARETTE
HANGOVER
means MORE SMOKING PLEASURE!

Jack O'Neil, Proprietor

| Quality Food
|

- Friendly Service

7 a. m. to 12 p. m.

I

CALL
FOR

PHILIP MORRIS
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Bostons Sweep to Sixth Win
U N H Gears for Seventh Victory;
Outweighed by Jumbo Backs
By Dick Roberts
“Fish” Ellis’ Tufts Jumbo forces will be the seventh team this
year to come up to New Hampshire’s chopping block and bare
their necks to Chief Boston’s fine-edged attack. The Tufts-New
Hampshire rivalry began in 1897 and since that time the Jumbos
have won 17 of the 30 games played. The Wildcats haven’t taken
it on the chin from the Jumbos since 1934
“ F ish ” Ellis, now in his fifth season
as head football coach, got his nick
name back in 1921 when Arthur Samp
son, M edford basketball coach, asked
him to com e out for the team. H e
novsooner had appeared than the other
boys, learning he was from the great
fishing port of Gloucester, prom ptly
called him “ F ish.”
Ellis was an outstanding athlete with
Tufts back in 1927 and 1928.
He
captained the 1928 team and was the
first student to garner four major let
ters.
In 1946 he was named head
coach after the resignation of Lew
Manly, guide of Jumbo football for

16 years.
Tufts starting lineup has at the ends,
Leonard Cullen and Tim W ilson. Both
are adept pass catchers and defensive
me . W ilson is a 205-pounder con 
verted from guard. The tackles are
Ed Johnson and Irwin Schneider.
Schneider is the team’s place kicker
and delights in giving T-form ation
quarterbacks a rough afternoon. John
son is a converted guard and a mem
ber of the Jumbo wrestling team. Both
men weigh over 200 pounds.
John
Polcari and Eugene Riordan will be
(continued on page 8)

Roland “ Gus” James, fleet senior
from Haverhill, Mass., was named
captain of the 1951 U N H baseball
team last week by varsity coach
Hank Swasey. James, who trans
ferred last season from Devens,
was a steadying influence in the
New Hampshire outfield in 1949 as
well as a pace maker at the plate.
Swasey is now on a six month
leave from his duties as varsity
coach while taking graduate courses
at U C LA.

Cats Grab Conf. Title by
Decisive 21-7 Margin
By Tom Kirkbride — Staff Writer

With motor-biking Dick Dewing covering almost as much
ground as he does in a day of accelerator pushing around the cam
pus, Clarence E. Boston’s rampaging Cats overcame both soggy soil
and a lambasting UConn line to power another mile down the glory
road to the tune of 21-7, before a host of delighted Dads and under
classmen last Saturday.
Offensive Lineups at Medford
Personally accounting for 254 yards of the net NH gain and
TUFTS
N E W H A M P S H IR E
two of the three T D ’s, Dick was not only the game’s workhorse,
Penney, le— 174 but the one bright light in three periods of otherwise evenly bal
Cullen, le— 168
Johnston, It— 205
Post, It— 200 anced football.
Polcari, lg— 164
Douglas, lg— 196
Forti, c— 180
MacFarland, c— 195
Riordan, rg— 200
Feero, rg— 192
Schneider, rt— 201
Eddy, rt— 200
Wilson, re— 205
Haubrich, re— 194
Knox, qb— 175
Gorman, qb— 155
Bennet, lhb— 170
Durand, lhb— 172
Kelly, rhb— 175
Bowes, rhb— 170
Dewing, fb— 190
Wall, fb— 167

to the 31, from where Bettencourt
kicked. The ball changed hands four
times in the remaining minutes of the
first period, but it ended with the
count still knotted.
Cats Reach UConn 2
The second frame was featured by a
near miss, as the Bostons drove to the
Husky tw o before stalling.
..The drive was initiated as Jackie
Bow es gathered in a Bettencourt punt
on his own 15 and raced to the 22 be
fore being nailed.
W ith Dewing,
Bowes, and Bob Durand carrying, the
Cats marched 66 yards to the shadow
of the U C onn goal. Here they were
penalized 20 yards to the 20, and after
tw o of T om Gorm an’ s flips failed,
lost the ball on downs. The period
ended, after the leather had changed
hands seven times, with the visitors
having possession deep in their own
territory.
A m os Tow nsend kicked off and Ray
G ood returned to his own 35. Three
plays
later, alert
Steve P erocchi
pounced on Bill M ignault’s fumble.
D ew ing carried to the V alpey’ s 49,
but Bow es had trouble with the slip
pery pigskin, and fumbled also. Ray
G ood recovered for the visitors.
A few moments later, the Cats began
to march.
Irv Panciera punted out

Success and Best Wishes to the Class of 1954
As They Start Their College Years

DAERIS TEA ROOM and RESTAURANT
Dover, N. H.

Corner of Third St. and Central Ave.

For the Best in Fine Eating

Dick Dewing —
the unhailed and the hailed. . . .

The famous Rose Bowl
Seats 95,000 people.
Yet it would take
More than ten Rose Bowls

'.

.*..

As in the Champlain rout, the visi
tors were first to hit home. The Durhamites could not penetrate beyond
their 29 after receiving the kickoff,
and H uck Keany was sent in to boot
them out of trouble. His punt was
blocked, and recovered in the endzone by D ick Masler for a score. Matt
Johnson’s kick was perfect, and the
Huskies led, 7-0.
Three plays later the Valpeys’ edge
was wipped off the boards as Dick
D ew ing thundered off guard «md p ow 
ered the remaining 38 yards untouched.
M oose Tow nsend converted, and the
score was even.
Joey Bettencourt and D om Rosa
pounded the Cat line for 11 yards
follow ing the kickoff, but a 15 yard
slap sent them and their mates back

2
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UNH All-Stars Undefeated;
Jackson Last On Agenda

k S fe g a

M&M&M

m

The New Hampshire All-Star H ock
ey Team defeated Westbrook Junior
College 4-0, Monday afternoon at Mem
orial Field.
Pete Newell, center for
ward, scored tw o goals while Emmy
Lou M ercer and Lydia Thorne drove
for the remaining two.
The lassies previously tied with Colby
Junior College in a fast 2-2 decision
game.
Pete Newell and Jo Hobbes
broke through a strong defense to score
for U N H .
Monday, November 13, the All-Stars
will trek to Medford, Massachusetts, to
play the Girls’ Varsity of Jackson Col
lege. Jackson has always proved to be
the toughest opposition on hockey
grounds.
However, N H , this year,
shows one of the best teams it has ever
had, so the competition should be fairly
equal.

| Meader’s |
| Flower Shop J

t r ^

§jj Flowers for all occasions 1
Corsages a specialty
Phone 158
I

10 Third St.

Dover, N. H. 1

Ray Dobiejko —
become thp moving and the moved. .
on the New Hampshire 31, and Durand
and Bowes carried to a first down'on
the 44. Here Dick Dewing rammed
18 yards up the middle to the UConn
25. This trio then advanced the scene
of play to th 16, where the Bostons
were nipped by the penalty bug for 15
yards. One play later, the same thing
happened, setting them back to the
50.
Cats Fight Back
W ith a first down 34 yards away,
the drive appeared halted. D ick D ew 
ing ate up seven o f that total on the
next effort, and then T om Gorman
hit Frank Penney on the 31. D ew ing
drove for six, and Durand raced to a
F D on the 9. D ew ing went to the six
and Jack Bowes scooted around left
end to put the Cats in front. T o w n 
send made good, and the home forces
led for the first time, 14-7.
D ew ing and Bow es moved the ball
to the 35, at which point D ick ripped
off guard to score. Tow nsend’ s kick
was good, and victory number six was
in the bag.
Beat Tufts

Andrea J. LaRochelle
%

Jeweler —
Formerly E. R. McClintock

BELL

TELEPHONE

SYSTEM

Watchmaking, Engraving, and Jewelry Repairing
Dover, N. H.

Rochester, N. H.
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Six Years of Durham Reelers
Gives UNH Grade A Folk Dance
by Paula Webb

Mexican Scholarship Grants
Offered American Students
The Mexican Government has an
nounced twenty-five grants to Am eri
can students for study in M exico start
ing in February, 1951. The under
graduate scholarships include tuition
and a maintenance grant of 600 pesos
per month. Graduate fellowships pro
vide tuition and 800 pesos per month.
Ten of the scolarships cover roundtrip transportation only, plus an ex
pense allowance of 350 pesos.
Anyone interested in applying should
contact Dean Sackett at once, as the
completed applications must be sent
to the Institute of International Educa
tion not later than Novem ber 20. Appli
cants must have a sufficient know 
ledge of Spanish to follow a full
course of study.
Students interested in learning to
fly and pilots are invited to meet with
Bill Shea, S A .E ., Thursday, 6:30 p.m.,
to organize a flying club on campus.

have been made for the group to again
participate in the New Hampshire Folk
Festival, held in the spring. The spring
program also includes plans for an open
dance
with
nationally-known
Ralph
Paige as caller for the square dances.
The Reelers extend an invitation to
all those interested in folk dancing to
join them at their next Wednesday night
Above is shown a group of “ The Durham Reelers” as they prepare to meeting. Students, faculty, and town’s
“ swing their partners” and “ promenade the hall” . They meet on Wednesday people alike will be welcomed and prom
of each week to take part in all of the popular square dances. They have, in ised a good time.
the past, danced in folk dancing festivals and look forward to similar excur
sions this year.
Just six years ago a group of students,
faculty, and town’s people interested in
studying folk dancing gathered together
under the direction of Miss Priscilla
Rabethge to form the Durham Reelers.
The group named themselves after the
Durham Reel, a dance exhibited at folk
festivals centuries ago by the people of
Durham, England.
Our local Reelers
have become increasingly greater in
number since their beginning in 1945.
Fifty to seventy-five members, mostly
students, meet regularly at New Hamp
shire Hall every other Wesdnesday
night. The Reelers are affiliated with
W R A and are directed by Midge Bad
ger of the Recreation Department.
The group has held to its original
purpose and is essentially a folk dance
group, focusing on the dances, songs,
and cultures of foreign lands. Square
dancing, whiafn is actually American
folk dancing, has been introduced into
the Reelers’ program only recently. The
last half hour of each meeting is gener
ally devoted to learning some of the
American Folk Dances which have cur
rently taken the country by storm.

Norway and Everet Parhala of Finland
who have been helping to teach dances
common to their native peoples. Dr.
Schultz of the English Department and
his wife have been instructing the group
in Mexican dances which they learned
last summer while vacationing south of
the border.
Scottish dances are the
particiculiar interest of Mrs. Tufts of
Exeter, who is a member of a Scottish
dancing group in Boston. Mrs. Tufts
has shown a great deal of interest in
the Reelers and has kindly devoted her
time with them.

Greek Ulorld

Margie Battles and Art Creighton
L et’s stay on the beam
And follow the team,
On the trip to Tufts
For' they may be rough.
Theta U ’s Prexy says, “ T h ey’re lay
ing eggs n ow ” . . . Beware of despera
does, Dave Jackson and Gordon M ayo,
Acacia!
Fairchild’s walls testify to
your inaccuracy. . . . From here on
Phil Harmon, Phi Mu Delta, is going
to date only girls. . . . It could prove
interesting if two certain female ac
quaintances of an industrious Teke
started comparing notes. . . . W e hear
some Alpha X i’s and Sigma Beta’s said
“ H i G eorge” together one night last
week. . . . A t the Talent Show Fri
day, Chuck Morrissey, Kappa Sig,
practically stole the show from broth
ers “ Chazz” M oukerezi and “ R a zor”
LaR oche. . . .
New one for W ebster — The word
“ P hotosnobbins” has frequented Phi
D U ’s’ house meeting. . . . W hat were
“ Buzz B om b ” and Joe Piat doing on
SA E ’s roof with an Alpha Chi’s sweat
er? . . .
T h e Sigma Beta’s have started their
own chapter of the Durham Reelersmeetings held every Friday and Satur
day night. . . . W ill the fire-bug who
insists on externally lighting Alpha
Xi please restrict himself to one night
a week— its quite a strain on the girls
. . . . Can the generous gent who ad
ores inviting girls to unscheduled social
functions at Pi K A, kindly inform
the members first? . . . Kappa Sig

played host to twenty-five U Conns —
a lovely riot was had by all. . .
Pinnings — Jim Gardner, Phi Mu
Delta, to Phyllis Hawkins, Jackson.
Initiates — Joyce H olden, Pat Rus
sell — Chi O.
Pledges — Phi Mu Delta — Phil
Harmon, Bob Todd, George Bent,
Norm Campbell, Phil Nugebauer, Paul
Gamsby. Theta U — Margaret Agar,.
Betty Brown, P eggy Coom bs, Jean
Saunders, Elaine Roy, Ann Haug, M il
lie Pratt, Anna Yakavakis, Barb D il
lon, Carol Lyman.
Kappa Delt —Glenna Gurney, Phyllis Davis. Alpha
Chi — Cleo Bisbas, Jeanne Canney,.
Aria W hittemore, Lillian Turcotte, Jo
anne Buswell, Alike E conom ou, Syl
via Bagdasarian. AGR — L loyd C odery. Pi K A — Paul Mason, Bob Butland, Ray Dansereau, Jim Yannekis,
Neil M cGivney, Charles W hite, A rt
Flanagan, John Dutton, Paul Glanville, Pierre Boucher.

For
Better work
Prompt Courteous Service
Call our agent
Bob Wignot
Durham 392-J
(Durham Taxi)

Elite Super Cleaners, Inc.
C. E. Mitchell, M anager
Lorin D. Paine, Treasurer

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

Number 5...THE GNU

Have Traveled
In the past years the Reelers have ex
hibited throughout the state at various
functions. They have been represented
in New Hampshire and Massachusetts
folk festivals on several occasions. This
coming Saturday evening they will take
part in the International Fiesta to be
held at the Portsmouth Y W C A . Plans

Classified Ad

L O S T : Small brown leather zipper
notebook lost with name Edith Winans.
Help is Given
Reward $5.
If found, please return to Mrs. Edith
The Reelers are fortunate in having
with them this year Frieda Opdahl of Yeomans, Pettee Hall.

short point, non-wilt
collar

“ I gnu the answers. . .but I wasn’ t talking!”
a P o in ts

...

these are the

Arrow Collar Styles

preferred on every campus
Surveys show Arrow to be the best-liked
shirt of college men— from c o a st -to-coast.
Famous collar styling, careful tailoring, fine
Sanforized fabrics and laundry-defying
buttons make Arrow your best shirt buy!
*3.65 up

ARROW

S H I R T S & TI ES

UNDERWEAR • HANDKERCHIEFS • SPORTS SHIRTS

Arrow Shirts and Shorts sold in Durham at

GY/.

T h e debating team couldn’t make much use of this
non-talkative baby. . . but one look at his "literary leanings” tells you
that tests don’t buffalo him. ’ Specially those tricky cigarette tests! As a
smoker, you probably know, too, that one puff or one sniff—
or a mere one-inhale comparison can’t prove very much
about a cigarette!
Why not make the sensible test— the 30-Day Camel
Mildness Test. You judge Camel mildness and flavor
in your own "T-Zone” (T for Throat, T for Taste)
.. .for 30 days. Yes, test Camels as a steady
smoke and you’ll see why. . .

More People Smoke Camels
than any other cigarette!

BRAD

M d N T IR E

P A G E SE V E N
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Dr. Chapman Returns to Campus;
Brings Back Slides and Stories
by Priscilla Hudson
After nine month leave of absence
from the University of N£w H am p
shire, Dr. Donald H. Chapman has re
turned to his position of Associate
P rofessor o f G eology.
Those nine
months were spent in a fascinating
journey through the mountains and
fjords and over the glaciers of Sca§danavia. Last year Dr. Chapman was
awarded a Fulbright Fellowship for the
study of glacial g eology in Norway.
Dr. Chapman arrived in Oslo, N or
way, in January, 1950'. There he gave
lectures in the University of Oslo
and prepared for trips to the glaciers.
In June the professor went to Fin
land to begin explorations with a party
of eight Finnish geologist. Mrs. Chap
man accompanied him on the field
trips, acting as his assistant.
Traveling from the Russian border
to the Arctic circle in Finland, Dr.
Chapman explored more than any
other geologist has ever done. In fam
ous Lapland, in the north of Finland,

he becam e acquainted with Eskimo
life, and even saw prospectors panning
for gold.
Despite being located in
such an extremely northern place, the
land of reindeers and Eskimos grow s
very warm in the summer. This and
other characteristics, such as similar
ity in lakes and mountains with New
England, make studies in Scandanavia
very important to New England, be
cause a geological discovery in one
area can be applied to the other, as
New England was at one time covered
with glaciers similar to those in Scan
danavia today.
Dr. Chapman explored one area in
Norway, named Rondane, which is
much like the W hite Mountain area.
The topography in both places is the
result of alpine and continental glaci
ers.
Another expedition in N orway
was made into the Jotunbeim area,
where the recent warm weather has
melted much of a large glacier, un(continued on page 8)

Mask and Dagger Is Given Praise
A s Professors Are Interviewed
66

Julie” and “ Liliom

UPTOW N
THEATRE

★ D O V E R

D O V E R , N. H.

Thurs.-Sat.

Nov. 9-11

Thurs.-Sat.

N O W A Y OUT
Richard W idm ark

SPECIAL LATE S H O W

TW O FLAGS WEST

Wed.-Thurs.

Charles Starrett

THE ADM IRAL W A S A
LADY

Janet Humphreys and “ Skip” Scott are pictured as “ Julie” and “ Liliom”
the leading characters in the Mask and Dagger’s first production of the season,
“ Liliom” , which will be presented at New Hampshire Hall on November 15-18.
The play is double-cast to allow more students to take part, and Janet and
“ Skip” will appear in their roles on Wednesday and Friday evenings.

Smiley Burnette

i*— M—

Fri.

Nov. 10
SPECIAL S H O W
Doors open 11— Show starts 11:30
All tickets 50c

THE COLLEGE DINER
open under new management

BLACK D R A G O N

Linda Darnell
Nov. 15-16

W a n d a Hendrix

/

A C R O SS THE BADLANDS

Nov. 12-14

Joseph Cotton

The Bowery Boys
also

Linda Darnell

Late Pre-Armistice D ay Show
Starts at 10 P.M .
Sun.-Tues.

Nov. 9-11

LUCKY LOSERS

Bela Lugosi
and

THIS W EEK'S SPECIAL:

Sun.-Thurs.

Nov. 12-16

THE MINIVER STORY

Edmond O'Brien

Tel. 1424

Dover

BOW ERY AT MIDNIGHT

Greer Garson

Western Omelet — French Fries
B-B
—
Coffee
—
45 cents
Coffee still 5 cents

Radio Cabs

W alter Pidgeon

Milk served with all combinations
60c
75c
85c

Jucfre /for? DURABILITY. • • DEPENDABILITY
It rides more smoothly

It operates more economically

Chevrolet’s famous Valve-in-Head En
gine, exclusive to Chevrolet in its price
range, brings you an outstanding combi
nation of thrills and thrift, plus proved
dependability, year after year.

Outstanding good looks accompany the
outstanding performance of Chevrolet
cars—only low-priced car with Body by
Fisher—and most beautiful in its field,
according to a recent public survey.

It drives more easily

It lasts longer, too

It gives more for less throughout

Many Chevrolets are performing depend
ably after ten, fifteen or twenty years of
service. That’s one reason why there are
over a million more Chevrolets on the
road than any other make.

Contributes Culturely
Mr. G. Harris D aggett s<dd, “ Mask
and D agger has contributed as much
culturely to the school as has any
organization on campus. It has had
to com pete quite seriously with movies
but has succeeded in putting on fine
perform ances
of
difficult
plays.
Through the influence of Professor
Batcheller, Mask and D agger has suc
ceeded in bringing sophisticated, diffi
cult, and thoughtful drama which has
done much to raise the tour of cam
pus life. The double casting which has
given Mr. Batcheller and tho organiza-'
tion so much additional work and
w orry has made it possible .lo use more
talent and to develop dramatic in
terest in more students.
“ Mask and D agger has emphasized
education in a drama, rather than
merely finished performance. In put
ting on plays, Mask and D agger has
always had in mind the needs and the
curriculums of the students. It is to
me, a shame that so often good plays
are ill attended due to the apathy of
the students.”
Likes Season Tickets
Raym ond E. Bassett, Professor of
Sociology said, “ Mask and D agger has
contributed to the campus in the fol
low ing ways: 1. Plays prom ote good
nature and humor on campus, 2. Plays
stimulate the imagination for too often
one gets too tied up in realistics, and
3. The witty dialogue of plays is som e
thing we don’t often find in ordinary
conversation. Plays in the past have
(continued on page 8)

FRANKLIN
Durham, N. H.

It’s better looking all around

Take one ride and you’ll agree Chevrolet
is the smoothest riding car in its field. It’s
the only low-priced car combining the
famous Unitized Knee-Action Ride and
airplane-type shock absorbers all around.
Enjoy finest no-shift driving with Powerglide Automatic Transmission* and 105h.p. engine—or finest standard driving
with standard engine and Synchro-Mesh
Transmission—at lowest cost.

. Faculty
members
were recently
queried as to their opinions on the
contributions of Mask and Dagger,
campus dramatics society, as related
to the play, Liliom, which they will
present in New Hampshire Hall on
Nov. 15-18.
Mr. Philip M. Marston, Professor of
H istory said, “ M y recollection of Mask
and D agger is more historical than
contemporary. I can remember when
it first started and performances were
given in the community house. Later
the productions were given in M urkland Auditorium and finally in New
Hampshire Hall. Outside of the fact
that the Murkland stage is small, and
the seating capacity is limited, I think
it is the better auditorum.”
Mr. Marston said that he hadn’ t
read Liliom, but he certainly plans to
attend. In his own words, “ 1 probably
have attended as many performances
of Mask and D agger as the directors
and actors have.”

Only Chevrolet offers so many perform
ance, comfort and safety features of
highest-priced cars at the lowest prices
and with such low cost of operation and
upkeep. Come in and see it nowl

r 'Best "Buy—by AHOdds

*Combination o f Powerglide Automatic Transmission and 105-h.p. Engine optional on D e Luxe models at extra cost.

Fri.-Sat.

Nov. 10-11

W A G O N M A ST ER
Joanne Dru

Ben Johnson

Sun.-Mon .

Nov. 12-13

N O S A D S O N G S FOR ME
M argaret Sullivan

W endell Corey

Tues.

Nov. 14

FATHER IS A BACHELOR
William

Holden

Coleen G ray

Wed.

Nbv.

15

WHERE THE SIDEW ALK
ENDS
Gene Tierney

Dana Andrews

Thurs.

Nov. 16

THE CAPTURE
Teresa W right

The Fleefline De luxe 2-Door Sedan

Lew Ayres

STATE THEATRE
D O V E R , N. H.

Fri.-Sat.

Nov. 10-11

RED W O O D FOREST
Rex Allen
and

BLOCKBUSTERS
East Side Kids

A M ER IC A 'S BEST SELLER!
Sun.-Tues.

A M ER IC A 'S BEST BUY!

Nov. 12-14

HAMLET
Laurence Oliver
Wed.-Sat.

SEE YOUR LOCAL CHEVROLET DEALER
Conveniently listed under " Automobiles” in your local classified telephone directory

Jean Simmons
Nov. 15-18

SADDLE TRAMP
Joel M cCrea

W anda

Hendrix
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Newmans Celebrate Communion;
President Adams Tendered G ift
Newman Club held its fifteenth an
nual communion breakfast, Sunday, N o
vember 5, in New Hampshire Hall.
T h e holy sacrifice of the mats was o f
fered by the Most Reverend Matthew
F. Brady D.D., Bishop of Manchester,
in St. Thomas Moore parish immediate
ly preceeding the breakfast.
Father
Edward Duncan S.T.D. National Chap
lain of Newman Clubs was Celebrant.
Father J. Desmond O ’Connor opened
the program by introducing the Toastmaster and President of U N H New
man Club and the National Newman
Club Federation, Gerald Nolan.
Mr.
Nolan extended the thanks of the club
to Charlotte Sheehy and committee
chairmen who planned the breakfast.
Dr. Arthur Adams, Dr. Robert Chand
ler Jr., and Father Duncan gave their

- JO H N SO N SCORES
'continued from page 3)
tionary movements when we should be
behind them .”
However, Dr. Johnson was not total
ly pessimistic. He stated that the United
States can do more for the people of
the world than Russia and that it is not
too late to make up for past mistakes.
If we cannot love our enemies, said Dr.
Johnson, we should at least ‘love our po
tential enemies” ; President Truman’ s
Four Point Program to develop back
ward areas of the globe offers a chance
to win the world to our side if the peo
ple o f the United States will only sup
port the idea.
In conclusion, Dr. Johnson explicitly
stated that we should stop kidding our
selves and rise above the cabals of the
times to expound constructive policies;
a “get-tough policy” merely for the sake
of “ getting tough’ will lead to our ruin.
Finally, Dr. Johnson emphasized that he
was not criticizing our present short
range politics because of the dilemma in
which we find ourselves but declared
that future historians will “ say that both
the US and the U S SR got caught in the
horns” of their own policies of expedi
ency.

D
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D
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9,

1950

Talent Show

s

Barb Dillon and Earle Gilbert

personal remarks, on the breakfast. On
behalf of the club the toastmaster pre
sented Dr. Adams with a book entitled
St. Thom as Acquinus, “ with esteem
and affection for a job well done under
G od’s guidance.”
Addresses by The Reverend Lucien
Ducie C. P. Director St. Gabriel’s Re
treat League and the Most Reverend
Bishop followed. Mr. Nolan expressed
his personal thanks to Father O ’Connor,
to his parents, and to the active corps
of Newman Club members.

- M A SK A N D DAGGER
(continued from page 7)
always been well chosen with a great
deal of variety and with more to them
then merely entertainment.”
Mr. Bassett feels that Mask and
D agger’s new policy of selling season
tickets is good and he hopes that people
get into the season ticket habit. W hen
asked if he were planning to see Liliom,
he enthusiastically said yes.
These words by prominent members
of the faculty, speak well for an organi
zation that is at present working hard
to put on a good performance.

- CATS SEEK SEVENTH
(continued from page 5)
at the tackle positions for the Jumbos
and at center will be co-captain A n 
drew Forti. Forti is a bear on defense
and often the “ fifth“ man in enemy
backfields.
The Jumbo backfield is quarterbacked by co-captain Leonard K nox,
three times a Tufts captain. A t left
halfback in Dan Bennett, the man the
W ildcat secondary will have to watch
Saturday. Bennett is a triple-threater
and a star dashman on the track team.
Stan Kelly, chosen most valuable foot
ball player at Devens College a few
years ago, is the right halfback. K 'ily
is a broken field runner and one of the
fastest men on the squad. Rounding
out the T u fts’ team is Millard W all,
the deceptive fullback .

The game is over, Dads’ Day complete,
The UConn team N .H . beat;
N ow for our riches, the prize we
sought,
Our shining trophy: the old bean pot!
Question of the week: W h o were
the tw o girls who walked across the
Quadrangle lawn Thursday night and
touched off a thirty-five minute riot?
. . . If it isn’t the popularity of Jim
Bieber and A1 Marek that Rm. 322,
the Grand Central Station of Hetzel,
it must be the poetry. . . “ S co o p ”
Jones, Commons, found his flash bulbs
weren’t working at the right times at
Talent night-----Schofield’s Ann Hutchinson knows a
better card game than canasta; she
raves about penuche. Congratulations
of the week to Hunter and Englehardt
for their undefeated football teams. . .
W h oop s!! Smith’s Phyl Davis almost
didn’t make it again! ! ! Lament of
Sam Samaha, East-West: “ Oh, for
a room where you can see something
besides passing feet”
The Brooks
House housemother broke her arm.
Y ou guessed it. It happened at H ar
vard. . .
W e hear Joy Buckminster of Scho
field has a new pair of pajamas. W here
did you get them Joy? (B o y fr ie n d ? )...
Gil Gillette, Gibbs, is providing bus
service to Schenectady inspired by
Scott and South Congreve girls. . . .
Jean Tousignant’s boyfriend keeps her
and Lib Barnard of Smith well supplied
with cookies. . . The yell of the
Quadrangle “ Z o w ie ” has replaced,
“ W h at’s the cry .” A t the game it
looked like W alt Price, Commons,
coonskin cap and hunting horn was
looking for deer. . . Fairchild’s Bus
ter Riley has three new interests all
known as Lois.
The third deck at Congreve North
holds fundamentals classes every m orn
ing and night in the corridor. Class
proved disastrous when the night
watchman walked in upon the scene.
Anyone interested
in joining the
C .A.I.F. Club see Jerry Adams, Engle
hardt. . . . W es Bunce, College Road,
has lost “ H o p e ” by the sounds of the
phone call recently.

(Co m par e

-

DR. C H APM AN RETURNS
(continued from page 7)

covering land that previously could not
be explored. This glacier is in central
Norway and is the highest and largest
in Europe.
A particular interest of Dr. Chap
man is on the rise of land in many
parts of the world, including New E n g
land, a geological phenomenon occuring after glaciers have melted. The
land, after being pushed down by
glaciers for centuries, rises when it
is .freed of the tremendous weight.
Dr. Chapman observed striking exam
ples of this rising in Turku, Finland,
where a castle built in 1200- A. D., com 
pletely surrounded by water for pro
tection, can now be reached from the
mainland because the land has risen
so much. This also means that the
sea level of these areas has becom e
lower.
Evidence has been found to
prove that rising is similarly occuring
in Durham and much of the area
around New Hampshire.
Throughout his journeys, Dr. Chap
man kept a record of the glaciers,
mountains, and fjords in color photo
graphs, which he will use next semes
ter in his classes.
Beat Tufts
Gorenflo will be busy soon preparing
for the party. . .
Carolyn Sullivan
of North Congreve was married re
cently to Leonard J. Pratte, Class o f
’ 51 at Bowdoin.

ROBERT P. ALIE
Doctor of Optometry
Hour*
450 Central Avenue
Lois Long was a vocalist at the
9-5
Dover, N. H.
annual Student Union Talent Show 4.
and by
Over Liggett’ s Drug
held at the Notch last Friday evening. **>;
Appointment
The show was directed by Eric
^
Closed
Wednesday
Tel. 2062
Kromphold, and M.C.’d by Phil Whea vi>
ton.
$
U Eyes examined, prescriptions filled
§
and
Joe Roggenbaur, Gibbs, has been p
prompt service on repairs
celebrating Halloween with the Jack ||
of all types.
O ’ Lantern in the window. . . . New
social chairman at Englehardt, Bud

chesterfield

BEFORE YOU SMOKE THEM

...you can tell Chesterfields will smoke milder,
because tobaccos that smell milder smoke milder.

AFTER YOU SMOKE THEM

...you have no unpleasant after-taste.
WHILE YOU SMOKE THEM you get more pleasure than
any other cigarette can give you —that's why millions of
smokers say: T H E Y SATISFY.
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